Long before the caliph Harun al-Rashid (r. 786-809) sent Charle magne (r. 768-814) his famous gift of an elephant named Abu 'l-Abbas in 802, rare and valuable goods-fine garments and precious stones, slave-girls and stallions, relics and eunuchs-had played an important role in diplomatic relations. 1 The artfully chosen gift is an eloquent envoy, capable of imparting a multitude of messages and of engendering diverse and even contradictory sentiments: deference and admonition, allegiance and bravado, submission and disdain. For as long as embassies have visited foreign capitals, gifts have been used to establish and solidify bonds between empires. They also display the magnanimity and fortunes of their givers and compel responses in kind from their recipients. 2 The exchange of gifts was a significant aspect of the relations between the burgeoning Ottoman empire and the aging Mamluk state, from the earliest contacts between the two polities in the late fourteenth century until the Ottoman conquest of Egypt in 1517. A period of great flux in the eastern Mediterranean, "the long fifteenth century" witnessed momentous shifts in political and military hegemony, diplomatic and cultural relations, and patterns of trade and migration. The history of the relations between the two empires has been the subject of much scholarship in recent years, revealing the intricacies of a complex bond between two Muslim polities that were continuously engaged in a process of self-definition and legitimization vis-à-vis the other. 3 To shed further light on the formation, development, and deterioration of this bond, it is necessary to examine the political and ideological discourses through which it was expressed and that often depended upon the "language" of gifts.
This study addresses the following questions: Did gift exchanges take place between the Ottoman and Mamluk sultans during the fifteenth century? If so, what shape did the flow of gifts take as the century progressed? Did it proceed in fits and starts, abating during periods of conflict and resuming during periods of entente? What kinds of gifts were sent by each side, and what might this suggest about the availability of, and attitudes toward, different kinds of commodities and materials? Finally, what kinds of diplomatic messages can be distilled from the choices of specific gifts on certain occasions?
In order to answer these questions, I have compiled a corpus of data from six late medieval Arabic historical chronicles and one collection of diplomatic correspondence: awādith al-duhūr fī madā 'l-ayyām wa 'l-shuhūr 4 and al-Nujūm al-zāhira fī mulūk Mi r wa 'l-Qāhira 5 Taken together, these texts provide a wealth of information about the world of diplomatic courtship-such as the dispatch and reception of envoys, the gifts they bore from their patrons, and the language of official letters-allowing us to reconstruct a history of gift exchange over an extended period. Our sources make reference to a total of sixty-six encounters between Ottoman and Mamluk envoys and rulers during the period under examination (an average of one every two years). About two-thirds of these references contain explicit mentions of diplomatic gifts, often with accompanying descriptions. On the basis of these descriptions-tantalizingly brief though they often are-it is possible to discern some broad trends of exchange, and to make some observations about the ways in which each empire projected a certain political identity on its sometime ally and rival.
The following pages present the corpus of diplomatic visits assembled from the sources listed above. I have included every mention of a gift, including the few cases where all efforts to decipher the object in question have been in vain. The analysis that follows aims, firstly, to provide a bird's-eye view of the flow of gifts and diplomatic encounters as the Ottoman-Mamluk political relationship evolved. Secondly, it attempts to isolate patterns of gift giving and evidence pertaining to the availability and popularity of different commodities and materials in the fifteenth century.
THE CORPUS OF DIPLOMATIC VISITS AND GIFT EXCHANGES
Below is a list of all sixty-six diplomatic encounters mentioned in the historical sources surveyed. Proceeding on the assumption that an official envoy would not likely have appeared in a foreign court without a giftan insult that, if intended, would probably have been remarked upon by contemporary chroniclers-I have also listed every encounter not accompanied by a mention of gifts. Each record in the list contains the names of two rulers, with an arrow indicating the direction in which the letter and/or gift traveled. 11 This is followed by the date of the encounter (or the date of the official letter), and a description of the gift, if one is supplied. al-Khassaki al-Ashrafi arrived from the lands of Rum. The sultan had sent him to Sultan Murad Beg to affirm his friendship and affection…and because a mighty army had arisen in the lands of Rum and met Murad Beg, and the sultan did not know the truth of the matter regarding this. So he sent the aforementioned emissary to discover the news and also convey greetings to Murad Beg…The emissary was absent for about five months, and upon his return he reported Murad Beg's victory over the Rum and the infidels. He met Murad in the land of Qustantiniyya and Murad was greatly pleased that the sultan had sent him to inquire about the state of affairs. He bestowed upon him the very cloth that he was wearing (qumāshuhu), and even his turban ( imāmatuhu) and his cap (qubba uhu), which was made of pure gold. The turban was made of silk and very high-quality cloth with gold brocade (kāna qumāshuhu arīran wa-jūkhan rafī an jiddan), and it was said that each cubit cost two dinars." 25 13. Murad II Barsbay (end of Jumada II 831 [mid-April 1428]): "…Envoys arrived from Murad Beg…and they were received by the chamberlains and some of the chief officers…And on 2 Rajab…court service was held in the Portico Hall for the envoys from Ibn Uthman and other Turcoman (turkmān) envoys, and it was a memorable and well-attended day. Then, when the service was over, Ibn Uthman's gift was presented and it included: fifty Rūmī slaves; a white eunuch ( awāshī abya ); fifteen birds and various wild animals, including some that looked like a sable (sammūr), a gray squirrel (sinjāb), a lynx (washaq), and a fox (fanak); twenty velvet garments of European make (al-mukhmal shughl al-Franj na wa ishrīna thawban).
The sultan reciprocated by bestowing upon the nobles some slaves and fabrics (qumāsh 
One steel helmet, inlaid or ornamented with silver (khūd fūlād fi a wā id) e. Two brigandines damascened in gold ( 104 Selim provides the Mamluk envoy with the requested wood but apologizes profusely for not being able to dispense with any of his woodworkers, because he is building "one hundred great ships" with which to fight the Christians.
Two hauberks with red velvet and gold embroidery
(                                    ) 72 e. Gold-                                ) 74 h. One hundred pieces of Alexandrian cloth (qumāsh Iskandarī) i. Gold coins (                  ) 75 j. Carpets (       ) 76 k. Velvet                                  ) 36. Inal Mehmed
Qansawh al-Ghawri
Selim I (undated): Al-Ghawri informs Selim of his decision to go to Aleppo with his army in order to broker an agreement between the Ottomans and the Safavids (al-munāsib an nu li a baynakum), now that the latter have largely been subdued. He asks Selim not to enter the Syrian territories because "most of its inhabitants are Sunnis…[including] the greatest scholars of this umma, and many catastrophes have befallen them in the past, such as the appearance of the Chingizids and the Timurids…." No gifts mentioned. 105 63. Selim I Qansawh al-Ghawri (10 Jumada II 922 [11 July 1516]): When Qansawh reached Aleppo on this date-bringing with him an enormous retinue, including the caliph and the four chief judges of Cairo-there were two Ottoman envoys awaiting his arrival. They presented "a the proportion must certainly have been higher, given the unlikelihood of an envoy appearing empty-handed before the Mamluk or Ottoman sultan. Furthermore, of the thirty-six visits that mention a gift exchange, only twenty-seven identify what the gift was, often with only the barest of descriptions. For all we know, there may have been far more visits and gifts than the ones alluded to by the sources utilized in this study. 111 Therefore, conclusions of a quantitative nature (e.g., that the Mamluks sent more carpets than the Ottomans, or that the Ottomans sent more slaves than the Mamluks) should be taken with a grain of salt. This is, after all, an inductive process; drawing precise conclusions on the strength of a limited sample is akin to making pronouncements about the nature of a lake's ecosystem on the basis of what a few nets may bring to the surface. An alternative approach to the material in the corpus is offered below, along with some suggestions for future research.
Setting aside the conceptual, methodological, and philological hazards endemic to this type of study, we remain faced with a long list of curious items that were sent back and forth across the Mediterranean between two imperial courts: fine velvets and silks, swords, axes, turban cloths, money, unguents, elephants, slaves, political prisoners, severed heads, and more. Several questions come to mind, which can be grouped according to two principal themes. 
ANALYSIS
Two general observations are in order before proceeding with an analysis of the corpus. Firstly, it is necessary to keep in mind that we are analyzing not gifts but descriptions of them, as offered by various authors. Moreover, these descriptions are very rarely rendered in vivid, ekphrastic prose, which poses several challenges for the interpretation of this material. Quite aside from the mundane difficulties of specialized and archaic terminology, manuscript corruptions, and copying errors, there are the conceptual difficulties of picturing what the chroniclers described in words and connecting their descriptions with real objects that remain from the period in question. For the most part, the chronicles provide only general descriptions of gifts, rarely giving away much more than the types and quantities of objects sent. The letters in Feridun Ahmed Beg's collection are occasionally more elucidatory, since they serve as grandiose introductions to the accompanying gifts. However, much of what we would like to know about the precise nature of a gift is usually impossible to reconstruct on the basis of the description provided. 110 Secondly, there is an empirical dilemma to bear in mind, namely, that the sources utilized are selective in the information that they provide about diplomatic visits. The records for only about half of such visits mention gift exchanges (see table 2 in the Appendix), but development of the Ottoman-Mamluk relationship. Are the visits evenly dispersed or concentrated within certain periods? Do gift exchanges reach a peak or drop off noticeably at any specific points? Is it legitimate to read into the frequency of visits a sign of the subservience or relative status of either the visitor or the host?
Secondly, one might parse the above corpus by arranging the gifts along two axes: (a) typological categories, and (b) giver/recipient. Proceeding from such an arrangement, one can ask: What were the most common types of gifts (according to our sources)? Were there certain gifts that were given regularly by both sides and others that came exclusively from one court? Along these lines, do large imbalances in the categories of gifts suggest that certain materials were exclusively available to one party or another, as a result of trade routes and spheres of influence?
To address questions of the first theme, I have aligned all of the diplomatic visits along a regnal chronology (see table 1 in the Appendix). The period begins with the reign of Bayezid I, who sent five missions to the Mamluks. During the early part of his reign, the joint concern of both courts was the danger presented by Timur, particularly to the frontier territories of eastern Anatolia and northern Syria. The alliance was breached in 1398, when Bayezid conquered several provinces within the Mamluk sphere of influence; this would have grave consequences for the Ottomans once Timur returned to eastern Anatolia. 112 When Faraj came to power, Bayezid sent an envoy with many expensive gifts (see no. 6 in the list above), attempting to reestablish an alliance with him against the Mongols, but Faraj refused. Bayezid was captured by Timur's forces and died in captivity. A long interregnum ensued, during which there was no contact between the two sides. 113 The Ottomans and Mamluks resumed diplomatic relations during Mehmed I's short reign, when envoys were sent by both courts, and the tone of the letters exchanged indicates that the situation between the two empires had improved.
The most prolific gift giver of the fifteenth century was undoubtedly Murad II, who sent no less than eight envoys to Barsbay and three to Jaqmaq, receiving a combined nine in return. This period represented the height of the Ottoman-Mamluk diplomatic relationship: united and successful in their struggle against various infidel forces, the two powers rarely infringed upon each other's territory. 114 These good relations continued during the early part of Mehmed II's reign, especially after the Ottomans' successful conquest of Constantinople, but Mehmed's expansionist policies against the Qaramanids and Dhu 'l-Qadrids created friction between him and his Mamluk counterparts, as did his rising status as primus inter pares in the Islamic world. Tense relations prevailed up to and after the Ottoman-Mamluk war between 1485 and 1491, but the emergence of the Safavid threat in the early sixteenth century produced a flurry of diplomatic activity.
Although the Mamluk empire met its demise at the hands of Sultan Selim I, the four years between his accession to power and the Mamluk defeat were full of diplomatic visits and gift exchanges. Indeed, up until the declaration of war, the language of the letters sent remained highly gracious, even as the two sovereigns prepared for a seemingly inevitable conflict. Between 1514 and 1516 in particular, as Selim and Qansawh fought a proxy war in the border territories, their official correspondence nevertheless maintained an air of artificial cordiality. When Selim sent Qansawh the head of Ala al-Dawla, the Mamluk-supported ruler of Dhu 'l-Qadr (and Selim's own maternal grandfather), claiming that this offering was meant for Qansawh's "enjoyment" (li-inbisā ikum), the "gift" had its desired effect: Ibn Iyas reported that the sultan did not emerge from his quarters the next day, and quaffed some medicine to calm his nerves (see no. 58). When Qansawh met Selim's envoys in Aleppo and demanded an explanation for their ruler's aggressive behavior (no. 63), they presented him with a huge gift of forty slaves and various kinds of fine clothing, begging Qansawh's pardon for any offense, while politely insisting that Selim was determined to finish off Shah Isma il. 115 The ploy seemed to work, as Qansawh sent Selim a gift of ten thousand dinars, along with several containers of sugar and confectionery (per Selim's request). Less than two months later, Qansawh was dead and the Mamluk army destroyed. 116 Turning to the gift exchanges (and bearing in mind the caveats discussed above), we find that certain categories of gifts are mentioned far more frequently in connection with one side than the other (see table 3 in the Appendix). The Ottomans, for example, sent slaves or prisoners on at least twelve occasions, while there are only three recorded instances of such gifts by the Mamluks. In addition to their great value, gifts of slaves drew attention to the Ottomans' status as ghazis, and served as fitting accompaniments to letters that brought news of their conquests in Europe and Anatolia. With the Mamluks' war-making days mostly behind them-and faced with severe economic conditions for much of the period in question as a consequence of multiple epidemics of bubonic plague and Portuguese inroads into the trade with India-the sultans of Egypt were reduced to sending weapons and armor, rather than slaves, as reminders of their once proud warrior past.
Among the most frequently encountered gifts on the Mamluk side are horses, along with gold and silver saddles, horsecloths, and horse armor, objects that do not appear in the Ottoman embassies. The Mamluks also sent elephants, which they obtained from India, while the Ottomans sent animals found in the Anatolian woodlands such as foxes, lynxes, and squirrels. The most popular gifts, given regularly by both sides, were textiles. In this area, the Ottomans sent Persian ( Ajamī), European (İfranjī), and Ottoman (Rūmī) fabrics, while the Mamluks favored Indian (Hindī) and Alexandrian (Iskandarī) cloths, reflecting the access of the two powers to commodities produced by their respective neighbors, trading partners, and enemies. The Ottomans also seem to have had greater access than the Mamluks to silk broadcloth, as well as to unusual animal pelts such as sable and miniver. The Mamluks, on the other hand, regularly sent decorative household textiles (e.g., carpets, shawls, drapery, etc.). Clothing and silver tableware were types of gifts favored mainly by the Ottomans, who seem to have been particularly fond of velvet garments, and sent them in large quantities (see no. 28). In addition to velvet, silk and wool clothes, as well as tunics of sable (sammūr), are mentioned. In 1428, following a year of raiding in the Balkans, the Ottomans sent a large convoy of gifts (no. 13) intended to project the image of an expanding polity at the edge of Christendom. Accompanying the fifty Rūmī slaves and a white eunuch were "twenty velvet garments of European make." Similarly, in Selim's final gift to the Mamluks, a reference to "Ba albaki clothing" (no. 63) seemed to send a message of encroaching Ottoman hegemony in the Syrian territories that had long been part of the Mamluk empire. 117 Two interesting items appear in the sources around the middle of the century. The first was sent by Jaqmaq to Murad II in 1440, one month after Murad's envoy had arrived bearing "a splendid gift of sixty loads of fabric, from silk to sable to miniver to lynx, different kinds of garments, and thirty slaves" (no. 25). In return, Jaqmaq sent Murad a letter declaring his desire that "both countries be as two spirits in one body," and providing information about a great gift that he hoped would confirm the warm relations between the Mamluks and the Ottomans: in addition to large quantities of fine turban cloths, several carpet runners with gold embroidery, and one thousand pieces of uncut Alexandrian velvet, the Mamluks sent "the noble Kufic Koran, written in the hand of [the third Rightly-Guided Caliph] Uthman b. Affan" (r. 644-56) (no. 26). Such a gift must have conveyed a message of an entirely different order from the luxury goods that accompanied it. The Uthmanic codex is an artifact of legendary stature in Islamic history. According to the traditionally accepted view among Muslims, Uthman was the architect of the redaction process that led to the establishment of a single Koranic codex during the early years of the Islamic community. 118 Tradition holds that he had all the other codices destroyed and instructed his scribes to send copies of the canonical text to the administrative centers of the empire in Syria, Iraq, and the Arabian peninsula. Another tradition claims that he was assassinated while reading his own copy of the Koran, which was spattered with traces of his blood. Such a gift would have contained immense symbolic power, the effect of which would not have been lost upon the Ottomans. When Cairo was established by the Mamluks as the new seat of the Abbasid caliphate, the Mamluk sultan assumed the self-designated role of Custodian of the Two Holy Sanctuaries in Mecca and Medina. The gift of the Uthmanic codex, on the one hand, would have sent a message of Sunni Muslim solidarity in the face of "infidel" aggression. On the other hand, this may have been simultaneously a subtle reinforcement on the part of the Mamluks of the notion that they remained the ultimate arbiters of political legitimacy in the Muslim world. It was one thing, after all, to send frivolous and exotic paraphernalia gathered from various rampaging conquests in southeastern Europe, as the Ottomans did; it was quite another to send a priceless piece of sacred history, from the birthplace of Islam. 119 The second noteworthy gift falls in the momentous year of 1453. When the Ottomans conquered Constantinople, Mehmed II sent an embassy bearing the glorious news to the Mamluk sultan, as well as a separate delegation to the Sharif of Mecca-at the time, a client of the Mamluks. The letter to the Sharif states: "We have sent to you personally two thousand florins of pure gold, taken as booty from the conquest, and another seven thousand florins for the poor...in Mecca and Medina" (no. 34). The evidence from the Sharif's response to Mehmed (no. 37) suggests that the Ottomans had overstamped these gold coins, as he confirms the receipt of "nine thousand new florins with the seal of Mehmed from the spoils of that great city" (tis at ālāf aflūriyyāt al-jadīda bi 'l-sikka al-Mu ammadiyya min anfāl tilka 'l-balda 'l-a īma). The coins were also noted by the Mamluk sultan Inal, who sent Mehmed a letter after the Ottoman convoy left Cairo for Mecca, expressing his hopes that "the florins struck with the excellent new royal seal" (al-aflūriyyāt al-maskūka bi 'l-sikka 'l-jayyida 'l-jadīda 'l-sul āniyya) reach their destination safely (see no. 36).
This gift is significant for two reasons. Firstly, by patronizing the Sharif of Mecca-a role reserved for the Mamluks-Mehmed II was overtly staking a claim for the political leadership of the Islamic world, and his decision to send gold coins taken as booty from Constantinople and overstamped with his seal suggests that he saw himself as the heir to both the Islamic and Roman traditions. Secondly, while it is known that Turkish gold florins and ducats-Ottoman replicas of the Venetian originals-had been produced as early as 1425, the mention of an overstamped florin from 1453 in the two letters in Feridun Ahmed Beg's collection (nos. 34 and 36) is an indication that the Ottoman sultans had begun to put their names on gold coins well before the minting of sul ānīs began in 1477-78. 120 
FUTURE LINES OF INQUIRY
Several additional questions can be raised about the corpus of material presented above, and it is worth gesturing towards a few of these issues by way of indicating some other lines of future inquiry. The approach I have adopted has been to parse the corpus according to different gift categories (textiles, metalwork, slaves, animals, etc.), but one would be equally justified in asking whether there were other assumed hierarchies or typologies of gifts, organized according to different qualitative variables or units of worth. In the bureaucracies of these empires, which structured their diplomatic encounters according to elaborate protocols, was the choice of a gift governed by a set of attitudes about its conventional "meaning"? Do any continuities exist between the "meanings" of gifts in this particular context, and gift exchanges from other geographical and chronological contexts? 121 The aim of this article has been to reconstruct a preliminary history of gift exchange between two Muslim polities over the course of the long fifteenth century, based on historical sources and chancery documents. Having established a diplomatic chronology and a "skeleton inventory" of gifts exchanged during this period, the incorporation of further sources (particularly from the Ottoman side) could well shed further light on the gift-giving habits and tastes of different rulers, the ways in which diplomatic messages were communicated in the language of gifts, and the availability of various luxury materials in the fifteenth century.
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APPENDIX
The tables below sort the data gathered from the historical chronicles by date and reign (table 1), level of detail vis-à-vis gift exchanges (table 2) , and gift categories (table 3). * A gift exchange is defined as the act of giving one or multiple gifts by one party to another on a single occasion. Note that there may be more than one gift exchange on a single diplomatic visit, if the visiting envoy presents his gift(s) to the sultan and also receives a gift in return. 110. For a discussion of the difficulty of defining "the boundaries between a written document meant to be read or heard and images or objects meant to be seen or used," see Grabar, "Shared Culture of Objects," 116-17. 111. The choice of sources has also had the effect of providing slightly more information about Ottoman gifts. Although all of the chronicles are Mamluk sources, detailed information about gift exchanges tends to make its way into the history books when the envoy is arriving from, rather than setting out for, a foreign court. Incorporating some Ottoman chronicles and the few Mamluk chancery documents that remain might change the overall picture of the corpus. 
